
Good Friday

 The children must take the harmonica man seriously.  Arrested by this rickety vision—

jaws slack, eyes over brown shoulders—they stare without make-believe shame at a wound-up, 

cymbal-banging monkey disguised in the costume of the bent old man who squats on an 

overturned milkcrate.  Look at them point!  Nobody will follow the indication they make because 

the world of the children and the world of the harmonica man exist at the level of the waist, the 

belt buckle, the cottage-cheese thigh, the undone zipper, the withering fart, the obscene gesture.  

Theirs is a strike zone world of screwballs, forkballs, changeups, and knucklers that buttresses 

the world of the umpires:  the mothers with beefy arms who pull these kids through the city, rein 

them in with choke-chain jerks.  Yes, mouth agape, crimped hair rising in a pigtail fountain from 

the crown of her head, a child jigs by on the balls of her feet.  She stares at the harmonica man 

and I watch her:  the elliptical glance over crooked shoulders:  brown eyes unable to let go of the 

vision.  Only a lazy tug on her bony arms by a mother seeking to merge into a shunpike of her 

own making can bring her daughter back into step on this crowded sidewalk.  “Come on now!  

Let that crazy old man alone!”  I watch as the child’s face disappears into the flagella of knees, 

thighs and trunks and, as my gaze wanders back to the harmonica man, I wonder just how caustic 

is the badge pinned to the old guy’s grimy jacket:  “I ♥ KIDS.”

 Beneath his caterpillar mustache, he works a Hohner mouth harp.  Take a good look at 

the saliva already drying in a flaky ring around his lips.  Like dandruff, it peppers a stubby beard 

that one day will be shaved with a straight razor and black medicated shaving cream that will 

smell like a hot bucket of roofing tar.  The Italian barber will hone his razor on a strop made from 

the buttocks of Benito Mussolini, all the while crooning like Sinatra—the Capitol Sinatra—cool 

and breezy in a snap-brim hat.  Faggoty, in a way.  Autographed faces will beam from the 
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barbershop walls:  glossies of Sammy, Deano, Jack Kennedy, Pete Lawford, Nelson Riddle and 

his breezy cool orchestra—all the boys.  Putting down his razor, admiring his work, the barber 

will hoist a glass of Canadian Club, straight up, and toast to the good health of the harmonica 

man:  “Salute!”  Everything will be swell, everything will be fine, until the barber, dizzy on 

Canadian Club number four, electric clippers like a hot dog in the bun of his blunt fist, bears 

down on the harmonica man and says:  “Would ya like your eyebrows  clipped?”

 “Christ, no!” the harmonica man will shout. “They’re my friggin’ trademark, chrissakes.”

 The barber will shrug his shoulders like a boxer on the skids and whip out a pearl-

handled mirror.  “Da beard is for free,” he will say, “but this haircut’s gonna cost ya.”  He’ll 

angle the mirror around, displaying the wildly uneven cut.  “Whaddaya think o’ that, eh?  How’s 

about a little mousse?”

 With two tablespoons the harmonica man keeps a beat, clicks them against the scraps of 

foam rubber he’s laced above his knee.  In front of him, on another overturned milk crate, a 

dinged-up soup can invites coin.  At the old man’s toe rests a can of Betz Beer.  Get a load of the 

Sanforized engineer’s cap, traditional blue and white stripes, the surprisingly crisp brim casting a 

shadow in which his bottle-bottom glasses shine like the illuminated crystal in some Museum of 

Natural History exhibit.  Shrouded in a shabby jacket and ill-fitting slacks all grimy with Elvis-

knows-what, he plays on against a lunch-hungry stream of office blue and sharply creased 

pinstripe.  Something about him strikes me as odd, a constructed quality that belies his 

shabbiness:  a shabbiness too authentic, too idiosyncratic, as if he’d just stepped from the chair of 

a skillful makeup artist.  Intrigued, I watch as his right heel rises and falls with the rhythm and 

wonder about his expensive athletic shoes:  handouts from a lapsed Catholic? the bearers of our 

guilt?  Or were they a gift from the office blue and pinstripe suddenly bitten by a recurring case 

of there-but-for-the-grace-of-god-go-I?   You know the type:  wear those expensive track shoes 

with tailored suits for their bunny-hop from train to office.  Watch out, harmonica’s going to 

knock that flimsy can over, spill the beer on the sidewalk, on the athletic shoes, sully the office 
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workers’ path to a quick lunch.  Look at those clean, white shoes, the rubber soles padding with 

purpose, and remember an old mother’s admonition:  “Never touch the soles of your shoes, dear.  

People spit on the sidewalks and people have germs.”  This connection between businessfolk and 

crazy old vagrant seems strained:  a businessman offering up his shoes?  “I gotta help the poor 

old guy out.”   But it comes to me so naturally I have to wonder  just how much of what I think 

actually has to do with myself.  Sometimes I have to remind myself that my name is Jack 

Ruineux.

  The harmonica man brings his musical passage to a close and it occurs to me that in 

several minutes of blowing and sucking and salivating over his instrument, he produced no tune

—just an excited string of see-saw chords like those I once blew on a long ago Christmas 

morning when a cheap harmonica was still a suitable gift for a child of seven or eight.  He gums 

a grin and nods his head, turns it as if to acknowledge the adulation of an audience gathered in 

some large auditorium or, perhaps, a hockey rink.  A passerby, a businessman, remarks to his 

companion:  “They oughta get him up at the Baker Bowl blowin’ that thing between innings!”  I 

try to listen for the companion’s reply, but it’s lost to a fragment from another conversation:  

“ . . . et puis elle ma raconté une histoire de la danse.  C’etait bizarre!”   Then a babe-in-arms 

begins to bawl; a tourist lays down a dollar bill on the fold-up tabletop of a roving three-card 

monte artist; an old man inches by with the help of a walker, on the crossbar of which hangs a 

urine bottle; an ambulance creeps along with red light flashing but siren silent.  A vendor fishes a 

hot dog out of the steaming basin in his stainless steel cart and suddenly the stench of hot dogs 

fills the air.  It calls to mind urine puddled in the barrel-vaulted passageways that cut east-west 

and north-south through City Hall, well beneath the feet of the statue of Billy Penn who gazes 

forebearantly over Philly from his perch atop the tower.  The more sensitive pedestrians clutch a 

tissue to their nose.  Meanwhile, a group of people—an arresting mix of businessmen in crisp, 

tailored suits and teenagers cutting school—stand mute before a shop window in which a display 
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of ten Philco TVs offers a ring-side view of professional wrestling.  I can see a pornographic 

novel poking out of one businessman’s pocket.  The Wives of the Saints it’s called.

 Again the harmonica starts up:  see-saw or ee-aw, a creaky gate with rusted iron bars or a 

slavering geriatric patient imitating a donkey.  It’s too late for lunch at the St. George.  No seats 

left at the counter, no “singles”  in a booth, please.  It’s distracting.  I have to stop and force 

myself to think about how the hell I’ll go about catching a train back to my apartment.  I have to 

check my watch to be sure there’s time enough to get there and back with a quick lunch in 

between.  

 I find my bearings.  I strike off for the subway.  Carefully, I focus on a spot one block 

ahead, always a block ahead, straight ahead, trying my best to neutralize my peripheral vision.

 Jasmine listens to all this with an expression that betrays neither boredom nor interest.  

The ironic twist to her pursed lips is at cross-purposes with those dark eyebrows of hers, raised 

now with what might be encouragement, expectation, or merely bemused indulgence.  I know 

she wants me to continue, to toodle on with my story; to make an answer to her challenge for 

something untainted by the projection booth, unshadowed by the visions of solitudinous decay 

I’ve come more and more to believe in:  a genetic code dictating a script that allows a Jack 

Ruineux of the world to progress just so far; to achieve the booby-trapped modicum which, in its 

achievement, both teases with the next brass ring and slows the carousel to a cruelly precise 

demonstration of Zeno’s paradox.  Sometimes Jasmine has me almost convinced that my ideas of 

predestiny are nonsense, that they’re nourished on an easy nostalgia that romanticizes the soul 

who would write himself into the margins.  It’s a cop-out, she tells me, then scolds that, despite 

the recurring dreams I accept as some compelling preview of a coming attraction, I still have no 

trouble keeping company with her.  “If you’ve really bought into that crap,” she’s told me, “you 

wouldn’t need Jasmine B. around.  You wouldn’t need.”  It’s an argument I’d be willing to buy, 
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had I the emotional cash.  Maybe I could swing a loan?  Or is it fear, a powerful enough emotion, 

that stands in the way; fear that, were I to put nose to grindstone (as Jasmine’s dared me to do) 

and cut through the obfuscating bombast to a someone much closer to the Jack Ruineux she 

senses is lurking down deep, that Jack Ruineux would not only fail to be the one she expected 

but, simply, fail to be.  She wants me to dredge that Ruineux up in this story, but I’m not so sure 

I’m up to the task.  Even here, in the easy comfort of Jasmine’s apartment, a space that ought to 

reassure, loosen up the gears of an imagination Jasmine says is gummed with Hollywood’s 

celluloid detritus, I feel myself a “literanaut” floating untethered and anxious.  But what else can 

I do other than fall back on what I know? but recount that numbing interruption of a quotidian 

idyll I’ve yet to come to terms with because it’s resuscitated a childhood nausea I’d nearly 

quelled?  Jasmine will think I’m making it all up, projecting too much into the anecdote’s more 

gruesome aspect with what she’s called my “wounded vision,” but I know better and, in spite of 

her suspicions, I just might convince her.  And I just might be better for the telling.  

 On her stomach now, propped on elbows, Jasmine swings crossed ankles above the backs 

of her thighs.  Lying this way, it’s difficult for her to raise the Banker’s Club to her lips.  Instead, 

she lowers lips to glass, hair spilling forward in a veil behind which she sips.  Trying to gather 

my words, I watch those bare thighs ever-so-slightly parted; their tension and relaxation; the 

sinew that flashes a quick, smooth line right up to the contours of the ass around which that skirt 

of hers is molded.  Inspiration enough.  Still, the edges of my working print fray:  “Trying my 

best to neutralize—no, blunt.  That’s it blunt my peripheral vision . . .”  By repeating myself I 

hope to kindle the next image.  Try not to think.  Trace the inside of Jas’s thigh with fingers 

sticky from the bourbon until they catch on the hem of that skirt.  Try not to force an image.

 “You’ve got a story to finish,”  Jas says.  “Finish it.”

 “In a minute.”  It’s my turn to pour the drinks.  I pluck the rocks glass from under 

Jasmine’s nose, haul myself off the mattress, and wander over to the breakfast nook where I pull 

open the fridge and grab an ice tray from a freezer compartment laboring beneath a two-inch 
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layer of frost.  Made of aluminum, the tray’s got a lever which, when pulled, cracks the ice 

beautifully into jagged shards ideal for chilling bourbon.  I shake loose a handful and distribute 

them between the two glasses, then I pour the booze—slowly.  Watch the ice crack with a tiny 

violence.  Listen to it:   a mnemonic, the crackling scripts for me a shorthand containing the 

entire night, a night still to be fully played out but already rich from our having drunk of it nearly  

to the dregs.  Again Zeno occurs to me; how the night could go on like this, ever approaching but 

not quite reaching dawn; Jasmine and I engaged in an eternal nocturne, a recuperative thrust and 

parry, a revelatory quid pro quo of modest insecurity and altruistic desire.  On such a night I’m 

sure I could reach down within me for the incarnation Jasmine suspects. Tonight, however, I just 

give each glass a stir with my pinky, then carry them over to the mattress where Jas still lies on 

her belly, legs kicking playfully in the air behind her.  I squat, replace the glass beneath her nose, 

then sit down beside her on the mattress.

 “Trying my best to blunt my peripheral vision . . . ,” she says, prompting me with a 

haughty, loving, sarcastic attitude.  “Let’s hear it.  I gave you mine with no interruption.  You’ve 

had your little intermission; a few extra minutes to think it through.  I’m expecting something 

quality.”  She smiles with what appears to be irony, though I suppose she could be genuinely 

happy or malignantly bitter.  Her green eyes are wide in the narrowest sense.  She smiles.  I 

continue.

 So there’s nothing:  three cans of Betz and a stick of Acme margarine.  I stare at these for 

a moment, then notice the rubber gasket on my refrigerator door.  It’s covered with baby roaches, 

their tiny antennae swirling like nostril hairs.  I grab a napkin off the table and start brushing 

them onto the kitchen linoleum for the heel of my boot.  They’re so easy to kill when they’re 

small like that—just a tiny, red spot on the linoleum; no disgusting crunch of exoskeleton; no 

white guts smeared in a two-inch swath off which other roaches will later feed and grow fat.
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 When the last of the cucarachas have been crushed or driven back into the woodwork, I 

close the refrigerator and put a pot of water on the boil for a cup of tea.  While the water heats, I 

reach to open my cupboard but the aluminum tack that serves as a handle comes loose in my 

fingers.  I have to beat it back into place with the heel of my boot.  I had a hammer that was good 

for the job, but I loaned it to that old man down the hall so many times I finally told him to just 

keep it.  

 A knock at the door interrupts my carpentry and draws me to the peephole, padding on 

sock foot, thudding on boot foot, twice catching the fabric of my sock on the dried and splintered 

hardwood floor.  Through the fish-eye lens I see it’s Zane, face rounded and all nose.  For a 

moment I indulge a whim and just stand there, eye pressed against the door, watching him fidget 

impatiently.  Pawing at what looks to be his two-day growth of beard, he rolls his eyes, throws 

his head suddenly over his shoulder as though he were expecting me to sneak up on him from 

behind, bounces on the balls of his feet, knocks a second time.  Moving away from the door, he 

inspects a sign I’d tacked in the hallway for the benefit of the tenants whose habits of trash 

disposal suggest a greater tolerance for cockroaches than I seem to able to muster.  He reads it 

and chuckles, shakes his head.  Then he returns to my door and knocks a third time.  Amused by 

the way the lens transforms his image, musing on whether this truly is the way a fish would 

apprehend Zane and the dank hallway of my tenement, I silently coin the cinematic process of 

“Ichthyovision” and open the door.

 “You got one low security building.”

 “. . . .”

 “Listen,” he says, ignoring my shrug of indifference, moving past me and into my dump.  

“You wanna know what I’ve been doing all morning?  I’ve been re-absorbing Bob Crane’s 

death.”  He says this with a New Age mortician’s synthetic brand of touchy-feely compassion.  

Then he goes on to tell me about a series of paintings he’s working on—a series featuring dead 
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semi-celebrities—that involves a process he can’t tell me about right now.  “You have to come 

over and see it, Jack.  It’ll blow the top off your head.”

 “Bob Crane,” I say, quietly, returning to his opening salvo, “was bludgeoned to death by 

his homosexual lover.”  The boot still in my hand, I make a few ridiculous bludgeoning gestures 

which have the unfortunate effect of tainting the air around us with the stagnant aroma of 

refreshed boot sweat, leather, Shinola, and the citified tang of what the neighborhood kids call 

“roach juice.”

 Zane takes no notice.  Shuffling over to my window, he looks out over Spruce Street.  I 

come up beside him to see what’s caught his attention:  two Penn students, out of place this far 

west on Spruce, rolling a mattress they hold vertical between them on a souped-up skateboard.  

Ivy Leaguers.  Not bad, I think, as Zane (having been considering the little chunk of information 

I’d just offered up) turns to me, exasperated, and says:  “You knew that?  For years I thought 

Crane slit his wrists.  I mean, Jesus.  Colonel Hogan was a fruit.”  He falls silent in an attitude of 

painterly concentration I’ve never seen him adopt in front of his trademark tattered canvases.  

For a minute or two he watches the students negotiate their mattress along the sidewalk and then, 

sizing me up, jumping back into it, asks:  “What’s with the boot?  Better get a move on, Jack.  

No time to dawdle; it’s 12:30 in the p. m.”  Not so much concerned about rushing me off to 

whatever it is he thinks I have to do, or ought to be doing, Zane’s short-sharp-shock routine is 

just one of the many warm and calculated devices he deploys for busting my balls.  “Yeah, 

yeah,” I say, hopping clumsily around on one foot, struggling with the boot.  Kneeling to lace it, 

I indulge him with some answers.  “Primo,” I say, “I’ve already been to the Olympia this 

morning.  I broke down His Own Kind of Belgium and made up Cobblestone Night.  Got 

distracted on my lunch, and coming here seemed the only thing to do.  No matinees today, so I’m 

safe.  Secondo, the boot’s doing double-duty as a hammer.  Does that bring you up to date?”  
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 Zane smoothes back the soft Mohawk that trails off his collar into a long black ponytail.  

“I’d invest in a good hammer if I were you, Jack—ball peen.  Never know when a thing like that 

could come in handy, if you get my drift.  Especially living in a joint like this.”

 “As a matter of fact,” I tell him, “my ball peen’s on permanent loan to Mr. Whatsit down 

the hall.”

 “Not good, Jack.  Plenty of civic-minded folks have smitten would-be murderers, thieves, 

and rapists with nothing more than their ball peen hammer.  Ever read the Daily News?”  Staking 

his usual claim, he strolls into the breakfast nook and opens the refrigerator door.  “And the cops 

know an open-and-closed case of self-defense when they invent one:  ‘Gee, officer.  He came at 

me and I just had to smack him with the nearest thing.  Been tackin’ down some loose carpet, 

you know.’  The cop nods.  ‘You did the reasonable thing, Mr. O’Toole.’”  Boot laced, I stand up 

and join Zane in the breakfast nook.  He’s poking around inside the fridge now, though there’s 

not much in it to be poked.  “Whatever you do,” he says, affecting a note of brotherly concern, 

“promise me you’ll get that ball peen hammer back.”  But I never will.  The tack will keep 

coming loose and I will keep beating it back with my boot.   

 “Well, I gotta be on my ever-so-merry way’” says Zane, pulling a Betz from the back of 

the fridge.   “What I really came here for was one of these.  Glad you were in.”  He pops open 

the top, hoists his “cheers,” and takes a swig.  “See ya ’round,” he says.  “Oh yeah, one more 

thing.  That sign you tacked up in your hall about not leaving garbage piled up buy the fire 

escape door because it makes the roach problem even more of a ‘dirty nightmare’?”

 I shrug.

 “Well, I overheard your white Rasta neighbors grumbling about it in Billy Bob’s.  They 

were ordering cheesesteaks.  Let me tell you something, Jack.  Those neo-hippy dippy types are 

the most evil, backstabbing, in-cahoots-with-the-landlord species I know.”  And with that Zane 

takes off before I have a chance to convince myself I didn’t make him up out of echoes, light, 

and the pedantic yellow shadows of April.
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 Alone again, I fish around in the cupboard and discover a jar of peanut butter, so I decide 

on a peanut butter-and-margarine sandwich, with a cup of tea, “on the fly.”  That’s what they 

shout down at the St. George:  “on the fly.”  I imagine steaming food cascading over a 

bothersome insect.  “I need that Reuben on the fly,” said the waitress, fugitive strands of auburn 

hair fleeing the cinch of her checkered tiara.  “I’m really in the weeds.”   There’s something to 

think about while I undo the plastic bags that keep the roaches from my loaf of bread:  the lunch 

I’m missing at the St. George: the constant distraction: the entertainment:  the crack team of 

dragon slayers.

 My mind wanders its own path as I slather the two slices of whole wheat bread with 

margarine, a lubricant for the good quarter-inch of crunchy peanut butter.  Carefully, with the 

confident air of a master bricklayer, I fit the two sandwich halves together then, with my butter 

knife, fill the gaps around the edges with dollops of the salty paste I trowel from the jar.  

Sandwich assembled, I replace the jar’s lid and stick it back in the cupboard.  The dirty knife I 

flip into the sink.  Later, when I return home, it’ll be covered with roaches.  I’ve seen them; once 

they’re in the sink they can’t get back out. It’s the porcelain.  I’ll spray them with window 

cleaner in a daydream of pure satisfaction:  twitching abdomens swirling in a vortex of scalding 

water and ammonia—right down the rusted drain!

 My water’s come to a rolling boil so I grab a mug off the dish rack alongside the sink and 

a tea bag out of the tin in which I store them on a makeshift shelf above the stove.  Reaching for 

the tin, I feel the steam rise into my armpit.  I drop the bag into the mug, pour in the simmering 

water, then stand there, heroically bobbing the tea bag by the string that regretfully calls to mind 

menses and feminine products.  Out my kitchen window, I hear the Market-Franklin line groan 

and screech to a stop at 46th Street, the next-to-last east-bound Elevated station west of the 

Schuylkill River.  (At 40th Street, the train plunges beneath the river on its way to Center City 

and doesn’t come up for a breath until it banks north along the Delaware).  Brewing my tea, I 

look out over all the sagging brick structures of West Philadelphia, chimneys flaccid and bowed, 
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bent aerials stretching out gerontologically toward the elevated, but there is no train; no sparks 

spitting out of the frictal juncture of rail and wheel; no exchange of velveteen apathy between 

railcar and platform.  Again there’s a screech; a screech and a groan—or moan.  Yes, definitely a 

moan.  It draws my attention to the alley below; to the nine-foot brick wall made lovely by a row 

of six-inch cast-iron pickets to which has been fastened a coil of barbed wire.  The wall separates 

the alley from what the landlord refers to as “the courtyard,” though it’s neither courtly nor a 

yard.  I would not court in that yard, Romeo style, a dried-up Juliet hanging pantyhose off the 

fire escape, but I might be tempted into setting up court in such convenient proximity to the 

machinegun wall on which the galvanized barbed wire vibrates, screeches its peculiar 

reverberation, gnashes against the brick and cast-iron.  There, I’m surprised to see a pair of 

clutching hands on the sharp pickets: the sweaty tight grip giving rise to those saintly grunts and 

groans—they’re a prelude to the shock of black hair shot through with gray streaks, and the 

acutely haunted face rising up to kiss the pickets.  I put the cup of tea aside.

  It’s a young guy, about my age: twenty-six—maybe twenty-seven.  He’s in bad shape, 

shoulders and neck and head all gone spastic in the effort to scale the wall.  A leg swings up and, 

when the other follows, it tangles in the wire.  The sun drives noon through the rents in his 

trousers to illuminate the bloody-raw flesh.  He struggles to free himself, spits out bitter curses, 

and when his head rolls to the side I can see fingers of blood beading down toward his collar 

from a gash just below the jawline.

 For a moment, the guy clings there; lies on the six-inch sliver of brick; clutches two cast-

iron pickets with a shaking grip.  Gathering himself,  his breath slows to a quiet, even, expansion 

and contraction; and his eyes narrow; and he becomes so gentle that I think:  so that’s it?   

Startling sure, this desperate presence clinging to the courtyard wall, but there have been 

campers enough, despite the barbed wire, holed up in that lousy pen.  The tenants don’t bother 

them, even go out of their way with gestures of deference and politeness, stepping gingerly over 

a dozing vagabond as they add to the haphazard exhibition of junked household appliances and 
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wrecked furniture rusting or moldering in the yard.  Normally, it seems, these visitors slip in 

under cover of darkness and hang on until the building super makes one of his rare appearances.  

Spotty in his work but nevertheless proud, the super takes special satisfaction in ushering the 

nightmen out of the courtyard.  I’ve seen him at it:  a hollering dervish of a janitor shaming the 

intruder from his respectable tenancy.  So yes, the more I think of it, as bad as the neighborhood 

gets sometimes, it still hasn’t reduced itself to the level of broad-daylight burglaries and this guy, 

for all I know, looks like nothing more than the latest in a bedraggled series of dignity seekers 

hoping for the next best thing to privacy behind the courtyard’s indifferent wall.  Piqued by a 

nagging curiosity about the loop of rope hanging from his belt, I take a bite of my peanut butter-

and-margarine sandwich.  No, I think, this guy can’t be a thief.  Look at the guy’s clothes:  

maybe not tailored, but at least off-the-rack crisp.  So, with face lifted to the sun, I chew and 

totter in a pleasantly mild spell of vertigo.  Sparkling after-images erupt like 7-Up bubbles 

behind my now-closed eyes and it’s almost enough to make me believe.  Bits of peanut cling to 

my gums and I fish for them with my tongue: a lazy game paced to the surprisingly rhythmic 

chime of barbed wire.  Outside, the guy on the wall is moving  around.  I know it.  He begins to 

mumble and I listen hard to make it out; something repeated, louder every time, building to a 

lonely crescendo that culminates in a giddy, paleolithic yawp that echoes through the rubble of 

West Philadelphia.  It cuts the air like a concrete saw and forces me to open my eyes, just in time 

to see the guy ripping at the wire, blood streaming from fists knotted around the barbs.  Several 

feet of it jerk loose and tear at the flesh just below his ribs.  Clothing slung heavy with blood and 

sweat, he shakes himself and sucks air as if to clear his head, then, with an air of victory 

trumpeted inward by a newfound silence, he flips the loose wire over his back and sets about 

tying his rope to one of the cast-iron pickets.  As he does, a routine begins to fall from his lips; a 

subvocal clicking speech that makes me think of the actor who’s memorized his opposite’s lines 

and whose lips, as a consequence, unconsciously mirror those of the partner.  When this happens 

I imagine myself the lip reader always a phrase ahead; able to sense the words, as now, and it’s 
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clear to me I will know the routine of the guy on the wall, and that it will be played out if only 

because I’m here to give it a voice.  So, it really comes as no surprise that I should find myself 

saying, in a language I take on faith to be that of this apparent felo-de-se, Frank Lloyd Wright 

most certainly did not erect a prairie home in suburban Philadelphia.  That’s  what the wife told 

me.  She said it and I believed her.  Frank Lloyd Wright, I said, took America and made it into a 

house.  She looked me squarely in the eye and told me that she’d had just about enough of my 

Madison Avenue heteroglossia and that if I couldn’t extract the vitamins D, B12, and A—not to 

mention the zinc, beta carotene, and YooHoo chocolate soda—out of my increasingly 

homogenized, soulless life I could just pack it in and lay my head on the hardest pillow in the 

darkest corner on a bed crawling with bedbugs and flied lice in that hospice for the terminally 

market-defined in East Parma, Ohio.  Get thee there, she said by way of emphasis and all the 

while the guy is standing on top of the wall, quiet, one end of the rope tied to a spike, the other 

looped with a crude knot around his neck.  He makes the Sign of the Cross, but his balance is a 

touch-and-go thing and despite his momentary solemnity his movements are those of an amateur 

surfer, his monologue the disgruntlement of a husband mimicking his wife:  Get thee there, I said 

in  falsetto.  I held up my putter and, using the plumb-bob method, gauged the break of my wife.  

She breaks a bit to the left, I thought.  I break a bit to the left, she said.  I fell in love with her 

priestly smirk and suddenly the room was filled with our laughter.  You are my rotten emu egg, 

she cooed.  I’ll drag your intestines through the rose bushes, I gushed.  We fell into each other’s 

arms and fucked for hours in front of the television on a rug her mother made out of budgie 

feathers and poodle lint.  It was a groovy  kind of love.  In the end, we were dripping and we 

smelled;  she like budgie pheromones and I like leg-humping, yiping poodle.  That’s the way the 

routine goes, but the guy’s not satisfied.  He makes several more knots around the picket and 

tests the rope to be sure.  With a bloody hand he pushes the hair out of his eyes, wipes the snot 

from his nostrils, makes an adjustment at the crotch.  Beyond him, beyond the neighborhoods 

and the flaccid chimneys and the windows weeping yellowed curtains, the Market-Franklin East 
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finally does screech up to the 46th Street Station.  Autos creep through pitted alleys; children run 

around a vacant lot heaving up a lumpy, swollen basketball to a hoop nailed onto a telephone 

pole to which no wires are attached; music hiccups from the tinny speaker above the door of 

Elmo’s record shop while overhead a deafening jet banks in a crescent toward Philly 

International.  Loud as it is, the jet will not snuff out the words:  the routine’s not finished yet.  

I’ve been waiting to tell how the day began just like any other.  Will you get a job today? the wife 

asked me.  I’ll check the paper, I said.  I then began my morning constitutional in order to form a 

more perfect union; hammered out “Sympathy for the Devil” on the ball peen hammer dulcimer

—the strings are  that thick.  Our neighbors, naturalized Bolivianos by way of Peurto de los 

Santos, soon were beating their fists against the front door.  My wife let them in and they 

commenced with their ritual dance, a dance that involves the clasping of forearms, Roman 

handshake style, and a violent, repetitive rip-cord jerk, shoulders slamming arhythmic until 

dislocated.  When it was over, they looked at us sheepishly, each with a shoulder hanging loose 

and out of joint.  Thank you for the dance, they said. Your customs disgust me, said my ever-

lovin’ wife.  With that Mrs. Boliviano dragged her hubby out the door by his dislocated arm.  His 

moans were smooth, mellifluous.  I tried to capture their beauty in an automatic composition on 

the ball peen hammer dulcimer, but it was no use: the muse would not have it.  And on he goes.  

It’s exhausting him, this routine.  Me, I could perform it for hours.  Sure, I empathize with this 

poor guy, doubled over, whipped, hands on knees, waiting for his moment on top of the wall.  I 

think I can understand his fear.  I think I know what it means when, with a pitiful gag, his mouth 

opens to let loose a babbling brook of watery vomit, an inverted fountain of aborted hope that 

splashes down on the trash cans, the broken baby carriage, the milk crates, the moldy chair 

growing rusted springs from its tattered upholstery, and whatever else has been pitched into that 

rat’s nest courtyard by the tenants of this West Philly dump.  I know where he’s coming from and 

I’m not surprised by the line: my wife is never more lovely than when basking in the glow of 

adult contemporary programming.  Neil Sedaka’s cunning verse tripped bird-like from her pouty 
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lips as she chased me around the living room tickling my bare ass with a feather duster.  Where’s 

my passbook? I asked her.  Twenty-two years, said the wife, twenty-two long, eventful, anguished 

years have passed since I began to teach you that what matters is not individual therapy but the 

prevention of psychic disorders.  My god, this is going to be easier than I thought.  There’s a 

crash of aluminum as he falls into the bins lined up against the wall and I can almost hear the 

well-tensed rope twang as it snaps taut, does its job, cuts the routine forever short.

 

 A light rain is falling by the time I climb up out of the 5th Street station.  The umbrellas 

are up.  The pinstripe and office blue are beating their way back to the office.  The hot dog and 

sauerkraut water is being poured down sewer grates and if you listen hard you can hear the 

squealing of scalded rats.  Whiffs of fermented cabbage, pork by-products, carbon monoxide, 

and tobacco hang heavy in the moist air.  An ornate, horse-drawn carriage trundles past:  two 

hardy middle-aged parents scowl alternately at the rain and at their pale, delicate teen-aged 

children.  The driver, got up to be some kind of eighteenth-century dandy, goes on in animated 

tones about the Bourse Building:  “Philadelphia’s first stock market, you know.”  She keeps her 

eyes on the traffic ahead and smirks below the brim of her stovepipe hat.  She strikes me as 

downright sexy in those khaki jodhpurs and riding boots: horse-farm girl from the country.

 The recorded bells chime from the speakers mounted in City Hall tower and the faux 

Liberty Bell in Independence Hall does likewise.  Lunch over, I start off for the Olympia.  Back 

to the projection booth.  Gas is building up in my empty stomach, my sandwich uneaten and by 

now crawling with roaches in the kitchen sink. Gut stinging, I shove my hands deep into my 

pockets and let rip with an enormous fart.  The feeling is magic.  I could go without food for 

days, nourish myself in meditations on the suicide’s antic routine.  My second, I think—I’m 

becoming a veteran.  Of course I only caught the aftermath of that first one, the father’s.  God 
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knows what preliminaries were involved in his grim burlesque (Mother always kept quiet on the 

subject), but the aftermath was plenty enough.  It still makes me sluggish at the worst possible 

moments:  I could only look on as the wall diver fumbled around with his own oblivion; my 911 

call could only come after the fact; I could only slip away before the paramedics and cops and 

counselors showed up; I could only think:  What a professional the father was compared with 

this guy’s rank ineptitude.  

 I pass the harmonica man again.  Undaunted by the rain, he’s still sucking and blowing on 

his Hohner.  It’s almost obscene, but I pause for minute to watch him.  There really is an intensity  

to his act, a sharpness about his gaze at first lost behind the bottle-bottom glasses, the riot of 

clicking spoons and see-saw blasts of his instrument.  Who’s watching whom? I think.  Then I 

remember the splicer needs a sharpening.  I need to sweep the booth and thread-up Cobblestone 

Night for the 5:30 show.  I have to can His Own Kind of Belgium and tag it for the film truck, 

then make up a working print of Cross Over to Obsession for tomorrow’s 8:00 a.m. screening.  

So, I gather myself and make off for the Olympia; forcing, as I do, my gaze to a meditative dot 

one block ahead, always one block ahead, straight ahead, trying my best to blunt my peripheral 

vision.
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